MANUFACTURERS OF PERIMETER FENCING, MACHINE GUARDS & ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURES
Perimeter Safety Fencing Systems

Perimeter Safety Fencing projects from Sponmech are tailored to suit your industrial safety needs, offering great quality and innovative design. We manufacture industrial plant perimeter guarding, safety fencing for robotised lines, warehouse partitioning, test-rigs guarding and many other types of fencing that are built for durability and reliability.


For Technical Diagrams, Stock Lists and Planning Sheets please visit: www.sponmech.co.uk

Top Quality Perimeter Fencing

• Extremely strong, custom-built safety fencing systems.
• Complete with adjustable posts.
• We can offer a variety of infill options; mesh, woven mesh, sheet steel, stainless steel and polycarbonate (note infill options can be combined where needed).

Heavy Duty Fencing

• Resilient, hard wearing and fit for purpose guarding system.
• Typically manufactured from 100x100mm box section frames and 40x40 box or 50x50 panels, ensuring a greater degree of strength.
• Recommended for Steel works, Steel processing plants, Quarries and Mineral processing plants.
• All heavy duty safety fencing projects come complete with adjustable posts.

Access Budget Safety Fencing

• Modular fencing system.
• Low cost.
• Recommended for Logistic Projects and Warehouse Partitioning.
• Available ex-stock.
• Easy to install.
• Customers who bought this product include Nestlé, Jaguar Cars & Toyota.
Bespoke Machine Guards

For all types of machines

Sponmech Safety Systems are one of the UK’s largest manufacturers of machine guards that comply with current EC standards for all industries. We have extensive experience working with various industry sectors across the UK. All Machine Guards designed and manufactured by Sponmech come with a Declaration of Conformity guaranteeing that they comply fully with current machine safety standards.
Next Generation Standard Machine Guards

Sole UK distributor of Sponmech offer lathe guards, drill guards, milling machine guards, slotter guards, press guards and many more.

Popular Standard Guards
For the full range visit our on-line shop www.sponmech.co.uk

Milling Machine Guards

- Model PFR 02/625
- Multi-adjustable Mill Guard
- Model PFR 01
- Universal Milling Machine Guard

Lathe Guards

- Model PTO 01
- Lathe Chuck Guard
- Model PTO 04
- Large Chuck Safety Guard

Drill Guards

- Model PTR 04
- Guard for Medium-Small Drills
- Model PTR 02
- Guard for Drills and Radial Drills

- Many guards available ex-stock, for immediate delivery.
- Our Standard Next Generation Machine Guards are unrivalled in quality and design.
- Each guard comes with full safety conformity.
- All guards are P.U.W.E.R 98 compliant and CE marked.
- Easy self installation and instructions.
- Cost-effective guarding and a compliment to your machine.
Acoustic Enclosures

Sponmech offer the complete noise control solution to a range of industries. We have over 20 years experience in the design & manufacture of bespoke acoustic enclosures.

All our acoustic enclosures are designed and manufactured to BS EN ISO 15667:200 Noise Control by Enclosures and Cabins.

We’ve invested in the latest CNC machinery to be able to offer cost effective manufacturing of acoustic enclosures for industry.

• CAD drawings are produced and fed to the machines that produce the sheet steel folded panels.
• Attenuated air intakes, powdered doors, hinged and sliding doors can all be built.
• Electric fans are all available.
• All parts are expertly powder coated at our specially built unit.
• Site installation by our trained fitters is also available.
• Sponmech have noise control engineers who offer consultancy on all industrial noise issues and can conduct noise surveys and impact reports using the latest Pulsar instruments technology. To arrange a survey, contact: sales@sponmech.co.uk
Door Design

Sponmech offer a quality door design service using the highest quality components. Dependent on your requirements we can offer:

- Access doors
- Hinged access doors
- Double doors
- Sliding doors
- Cantilever doors
- Rise & fall doors

Machine Tool & Bespoke Enclosures

We can design and fabricate enclosures for Robots, Machine Tools, Noise reduction and any kind of apparatus.

Your enclosure will be built using our CNC punching and folding machines.

Our enclosures can be made for any special purpose. All enclosures are fully HSE compliant, quality assured to ISO 9001 and come complete with a certificate of conformity.

Light Guards

We offer a Light Guard range to partner Sponmech’s bespoke perimeter guard lines and our stock ‘Access Budget’ system.

Customers who require our standard, acoustic and machine tool guards often require Light Guards also.

Light Guards are very useful safety devices which provide high accessibility to machinery and can monitor large areas.

‘Crystal Clear’ Window Guards

For all machines

Be safe not sorry!

Standalone polycarbonate degrades, discolours and weakens easily.

Sponmech offer triple protection with our combination of sealed glass, polycarbonate overlay and a tough steel punched grid frame.
Leading the UK acrylic market with its innovative and unique, 100% recycled cast acrylic sheet range – Greencast®.

A premium quality product, manufactured in Italy - exclusively stocked in the UK and available locally from our 14 Amari Plastics service centres.

BIRMINGHAM
Wednesbury One
Black Country New Road
Wednesbury
W. Midlands WS10 7NZ
T: 0121 567 3400
F: 0121 567 3401

www.amariplastics.com

• Signs, Display and Graphics
• Building and Construction
• Engineering and Industrial

Suppliers of Industrial Consumables

HSS and Carbide Tooling
Hand and Power Tools • Fasteners
Paints • Oils and Greases
Ground Flat Stock and Silversteel
Cleaning Materials
Storage and Security Equipment
Maintenance Products

We will not be beaten on price for the supply of the same product

Simply Coatings Ltd
Unit 38 Portland Court Industrial Estate
Kingsway
Luton
Bedfordshire LU4 8HA
Tel: 01582 258258
sales@simplycoatings.co.uk

High Performance Coatings For the Most Demanding Needs

We can offer products for numerous areas including:

• Industrial Paints - Including Primers, One Coat Finishes, Topcoats & Thinners
• Powder Coatings - Including standard RAL & BS Colours and special manufactures
• Vehicle Paints - Full range of Primers, Basecoats, 2K’s & Clearcoats
• Decorative Paints - Emulsions, Glosses and specialist Coatings
• Maintenance Products - Floor Paints, Anti Slip Panels, Line Marking Aerosols
• Aerosols - Off the shelf products and custom made Aerosols for almost any application
• Wood Finishes - Primers, Precats, Acidcoats, Lacquers & 2K Polyurethanes
• Pretreatment - Panel Wipes, Cold Galvanizing Products and much more
• Paintshop Items - Abrasives, Filters, Spray Guns, Masking Products, Spraybooth Filters, PPE and more

Howard Lee and Son Limited
337-345 Halesowen Road
Cradley Heath
West Midlands
B64 6PH
T: 01384 564122
F: 01384 410747
E: sales@howard-lee.co.uk

www.howard-lee.co.uk
All machinery guards designed by Sponmech come with a declaration of conformity, guaranteeing that they comply fully with current machine safety standards.

No cost site survey

30 Years of expert industrial safety experience.

**CNC** sheet steel items of all kinds, **Steel Fabrications**, **Powder Coating**, Slideway Covers and repairs.

---

**MACHINE GUARDS, SAFETY FENCING & ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURES**

Sponmech Safety Systems Limited
Hayseech Road, Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 3PD
TEL: 0121 585 8730 FAX: 0121 585 5128
Email: sales@sponmech.co.uk
Website: www.sponmech.co.uk

All our engineers are accredited, safety trained and all carry National Safety Passports.

All acoustic enclosures are designed and built to BS EN ISO 1567:2000
Noise Control by Enclosures and Cabins